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Four Chinese women, drawn together by the shadow of their past, meet in San Francisco to play
mah jong, invest in stocks, eat dim sum, and to "say" stories to each other. Nearly 40 years later,
one of the women has died, and her daughter arrives to take her place. However, the daughter
never expected to learn of her mother's secret lifelong wish - and the tragic way in which it has
come true. The revelation creates among the women an urgent need to remember the past.
What is lost between generations and among friends - and what is salvaged - resonates
throughout this novel of friendship among women and the relations between mothers and
daughters.





JP Sanchez, “Incredible!. “The door is open, but the room is dark, so I call out, ‘Ma?’ I see it
right away: the marble end table collapsed on top of its spindly black legs. Off to the side is the
black vase, the smooth cylinder broken in half, the freesias strewn in a puddle of water. And
then I see my mother sitting by the open window indie, her dark silhouette against the night sky.
She turns around in her chair, but I can’t see her face. ‘Fallen down,’ she says simply. She
doesn’t apologize. ‘It doesn’t matter,’ I say, and I start to pick up the broken glass shards. ‘I knew
it would happen.’ ‘Then why you don’t stop it?’ asks my mother. And it’s such a simple
question.”(From the chapter titled “Rice Husband”)”

Leslie Reven, “Fast turnaround. I purchased hoping that I was going to get the cover that was
shown. The book was in perfect condition and exactly what I wanted. Thank you!”

Patty Nicholson, “They loved it. This was a gift. The person who received it, loved it.”

joel wing, “Culture identity and the generation gap in a Chinese American family. Joy Luck Club
was the best-selling book by Amy Tan. It epitomized the theme which has dominated Asian
American writing for decades and still does to this day: identity. Specifically Joy Luck Club
discusses two conflicts. The first is about maintaining ones culture versus assimilating to a new
country. The second was the differences between generations over what to keep of the home
culture.The story follows four older Chinese ladies who play Mah Jong together called the Joy
Luck Club and their daughters. Each chapter has a theme centering around culture and the
generation gap within the family.The first chapter for example “Feathers From A Thousand Li
Away” deals with how Chinese traditions and heritage shaped the lives of the mothers using a
metaphor of a story about a swan one of them bought back in Shanghai, China. The bird was a
duck that wanted to become a goose, which symbolized transformation and dreams of a better
life. The woman took the bird to America, where she had a daughter, and wanted to pass it down
to her, which meant passing her dream onto the next generation. The woman however never did
that because she got caught up living in America, leaving a disconnect between the two.The
main plot starts in the next chapter where one of the mothers died and her daughter is asked to
take her place in the Joy Luck Club playing Mah Jong. By reflecting upon the mother Tan tells
the story of how she left China during the 1949 Revolution and came to America to escape the
Communists. This also establishes a narrative style that flips between when the women were in
China, later when they were in the U.S. raising their children, and then when the kids were grown
up. The game also provided a link between the generations and their past and present.As you
can tell the book is heavy in symbolism. One can still read it without breaking that all down, but it
definitely helps in understanding everything Tan was trying to convey.”

Antoinette Ryan, “Must read. Was great for a corporate book club review”



Luv, “Good book!. Arrived in perfect condition (no tears, no stains, no bent corners, etc). And it’s
a interesting book! Definitely recommend reading! I’ve read this once, and I’m happy to read it
again!”

Greg Polansky, “Generational and Cultural Conflct. I must have watched the film a dozen times.
Something about it kept me enraptured. Maybe it was because I was myself a child of
immigrants (Russian rather than Chinese). The movie spoke to me about the sadness of cultural
conflict between a parent who tries so hard to instill a certain cultural awareness in a child who
resists it. So I finally decided to read the book. While it was jarring, it was also a personal story
that left me wondering about my own history and that of my parents. For that I am thankful to the
author for sharing this story.The book is a far richer story than the movie was. By that I mean that
there is more background, more history, and much more Chinese culture(s). And the language
used is beautiful to read. Amy Tan manages to evoke an entire milieu with her words. But the
movie was what I was used to. I tried to put aside the images from the movie, but I kept returning
to it and while reading I kept thinking to myself that this was not how it was in the movie.So, the
book. It is a story about 4 Chinese women and their 4 Chinese-American daughters. The book
is set up in 16 chapters so that we get the perspective of all 4 mothers and their 4 daughters
respectively, although since one mother has died, that part of the book is told from the
perspective of the deceased woman's husband and daughter. In mainland China this woman,
Suyuan Woo, was displaced during the war (Chinese-Japanese War during the 30s and 40s)
and formed a Joy Luck Club that would play mahjong while sharing the joys and sadness in
each others' lives. Now displaced again because of the Japanese invasion, Suyuan forms
another Joy Luck Club in San Francisco in 1949, where she met the other 3 Chinese mothers
through a local church.In the book, and in the film, we see the backgrounds of the mothers in
China. The stories are varied although there is an undercurrent of tragedy in all of them. Those
were not easy times to live in China and certainly not as a woman. We are witness to an entire
sociocultural world that somehow only gets transplanted in bits and pieces to the United States.
This creates serious tensions in all four of the mother-daughter relationships as the mothers and
daughters live in different worlds even while inhabiting the same space. So in addition to the
usual generation gap, there is also a cultural gap. The mothers have all their history from China
while the daughters all have their own emotional issues to deal with as children of immigrants in
a new society. As they try to understand each other, the story progresses so that by the end,
when we return to China, we see that an emotional bridge has been created between mother
and daughter. A bridge that allows the gap to be crossed.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Insightful. Great read. It is really fascinating to be part of the evolution of
the Chinese migration to the USA. The history behind every story is just the exploration of
emotions between generations.  Just great.”



Elizabeth O, “Brilliant and thought-provoking. This book has been sitting on my to-read list for a
while now, so glad I finally managed to read it - it’s brilliant.This novel explores the deep,
complicated and strong bond between mothers and daughters. We daughters perceive so much
of our mothers’ faults, our manner and tone often condescending at their ‘outdated, foreign
ways’, yet, we have so much of our mothers in us. Their strength, selflessness and unconditional
love for us is a huge anchor for us, yet we so often take them for granted.Nevertheless, this story
doesn’t paint a simple narrative that glosses over how this same strength and depth of a
mother’s love can be tainted by their own imperfections too.I also loved how this story also
sheds light on both Chinese and American history.I’d highly recommend this!”

Ebook Library Reader, “It reads like an autobiography, but it's not.... This book was recoemdes
to me by one of my friemds so I was really looking forward to reading it.This story centres around
a Chinese family living in San Francisco in the 1980s. The group is formed of multi generational
family members, made up predominantly of mothers and daughters.Each have their own stories,
and these take place in both China and San Francisco, in the present time and historically.The
stories are interesting and entertaining and are a mixture of seemingly real life events and
Chinese superstition.This book reads like an autobiography, and the author writes in the preface
that it is purely a work of fiction.I really enjoyed this novel and I rate it a four star read.”

K., “Good book.. This was a beautifully written book with even richer character
development.Each character had such an interesting story and back story. I felt I had been
picked up & placed into each life because it was so well told. There were happy moments and
sad moments between the mothers and their daughters.There are a lot of characters, and
sometimes I struggled to remember who was who but I'm like that with practically any story than
has more than 3 main characters. It's my downfall.I'm glad I read this, it was interesting to read
about the different cultures, and insight to how others live/lived their lives from past to present,
how traditions change or how people can be shaped by the country they grow up in if it differs
from their parents.”

Norma Rees, “Poignant. A. Very moving story, beautifully writtenAlthough the story was
predominantly Chinese, and the description of traditions etc differs greatly from western ones, it
shows that people throughout the world are more alike than different.Thank you.”

Charlotte, “unforgettable. a wonderful book-a novel which is also a kind of self help book.my
most keen memory-the daughter who goes to live with her mother -previously the first, but now
the second concubine to a wealthy man.when the first concubine gives the daughter a string of
pearls her mother crushes one with her fingers to show that it is just cheap plaster, saying " now
you will learn not to be bought so cheaply..."But I think her greatest triumph is her delineation of
the character of Harold-that was really something to which I could so relate”



The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 5,855 people have provided feedback.
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